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Preface

The ‘chaos’ introduced in the following pages reﬂects phenomena in
mathematics and the sciences, systems where (without cheating)
small differences in the way things are now have huge consequences
in the way things will be in the future. It would be cheating, of
course, if things just happened randomly, or if everything
continually exploded forever. This book traces out the remarkable
richness that follows from three simple constraints, which we’ll call
sensitivity, determinism, and recurrence. These constraints allow
mathematical chaos: behaviour that looks random, but is not
random. When allowed a bit of uncertainty, presumed to be the
active ingredient of forecasting, chaos has reignited a centuries-old
debate on the nature of the world.
The book is self-contained, deﬁning these terms as they are
encountered. My aim is to show the what, where, and how of chaos;
sidestepping any topics of ‘why’ which require an advanced
mathematical background. Luckily, the description of chaos and
forecasting lends itself to a visual, geometric understanding; our
examination of chaos will take us to the coalface of predictability
without equations, revealing open questions of active scientiﬁc
research into the weather, climate, and other real-world
phenomena of interest.
Recent popular interest in the science of chaos has evolved

differently than did the explosion of interest in science a century
ago when special relativity hit a popular nerve that was to throb for
decades. Why was the public reaction to science’s embrace of
mathematical chaos different? Perhaps one distinction is that most
of us already knew that, sometimes, very small differences can have
huge effects. The concept now called ‘chaos’ has its origins both in
science ﬁction and in science fact. Indeed, these ideas were well
grounded in ﬁction before they were accepted as fact: perhaps the
public were already well versed in the implications of chaos, while
the scientists remained in denial? Great scientists and
mathematicians had sufﬁcient courage and insight to foresee the
coming of chaos, but until recently mainstream science required a
good solution to be well behaved: fractal objects and chaotic curves
were considered not only deviant, but the sign of badly posed
questions. For a mathematician, few charges carry more shame
than the suggestion that one’s professional life has been spent on a
badly posed question. Some scientists still dislike problems whose
results are expected to be irreproducible even in theory. The
solutions that chaos requires have only become widely acceptable in
scientiﬁc circles recently, and the public enjoyed the ‘I told you so’
glee usually claimed by the ‘experts’. This also suggests why chaos,
while widely nurtured in mathematics and the sciences, took root
within applied sciences like meteorology and astronomy. The
applied sciences are driven by a desire to understand and predict
reality, a desire that overcame the niceties of whatever the formal
mathematics of the day. This required rare individuals who could
span the divide between our models of the world and the world as it
is without convoluting the two; who could distinguish the
mathematics from the reality and thereby extend the mathematics.
As in all Very Short Introductions, restrictions on space require
entire research programmes to be glossed over or omitted; I
present a few recurring themes in context, rather than a series of
shallow descriptions. My apologies to those whose work I have
omitted, and my thanks to Luciana O’Flaherty (my editor), Wendy
Parker, and Lyn Grove for help in distinguishing between what

was most interesting to me and what I might make interesting
to the reader.

How to read this introduction
While there is some mathematics in this book, there are no
equations more complicated than X = 2. Jargon is less easy to
discard. Words in bold italics you will have to come to grips with;
these are terms that are central to chaos, brief deﬁnitions of these
words can be found in the Glossary at the end of the book. Italics is
used both for emphasis and to signal jargon needed for the next
page or so, but which is unlikely to recur often throughout the book.
Any questions that haunt you would be welcome online at http://
cats.lse.ac.uk/forum/ on the discussion forum VSI Chaos. More
information on these terms can be found rapidly at Wikipedia
http://www.wikipedia.org/ and http://cats.lse.ac.uk/preditcabilitywiki/ , and in the Further reading.
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Chapter 1
The emergence of chaos

Embedded in the mud, glistening green and gold and black,
was a butterﬂy, very beautiful and very dead.
It fell to the ﬂoor, an exquisite thing, a small thing
that could upset balances and knock down a line of
small dominoes and then big dominoes and then
gigantic dominoes, all down the years across Time.
Ray Bradbury (1952)

Three hallmarks of mathematical chaos
The ‘butterﬂy effect’ has become a popular slogan of chaos. But is it
really so surprising that minor details sometimes have major
impacts? Sometimes the proverbial minor detail is taken to be the
difference between a world with some butterﬂy and an alternative
universe that is exactly like the ﬁrst, except that the butterﬂy is
absent; as a result of this small difference, the worlds soon come to
differ dramatically from one another. The mathematical version of
this concept is known as sensitive dependence. Chaotic systems
not only exhibit sensitive dependence, but two other properties as
well: they are deterministic, and they are nonlinear. In this
chapter, we’ll see what these words mean and how these concepts
came into science.
Chaos is important, in part, because it helps us to cope with
1

unstable systems by improving our ability to describe, to
understand, perhaps even to forecast them. Indeed, one of the
myths of chaos we will debunk is that chaos makes forecasting a
useless task. In an alternative but equally popular butterﬂy story,
there is one world where a butterﬂy ﬂaps its wings and another
world where it does not. This small difference means a tornado
appears in only one of these two worlds, linking chaos to
uncertainty and prediction: in which world are we? Chaos is the
name given to the mechanism which allows such rapid growth of
uncertainty in our mathematical models. The image of chaos
amplifying uncertainty and confounding forecasts will be a
recurring theme throughout this Introduction.

Chaos

Whispers of chaos
Warnings of chaos are everywhere, even in the nursery. The
warning that a kingdom could be lost for the want of a nail can be
traced back to the 14th century; the following version of the familiar
nursery rhyme was published in Poor Richard’s Almanack in 1758
by Benjamin Franklin:
For want of a nail the shoe was lost,
For want of a shoe the horse was lost,
and for want of a horse the rider was lost,
being overtaken and slain by the enemy,
all for the want of a horse-shoe nail.

We do not seek to explain the seed of instability with chaos, but
rather to describe the growth of uncertainty after the initial seed is
sown. In this case, explaining how it came to be that the rider was
lost due to a missing nail, not the fact that the nail had gone
missing. In fact, of course, there either was a nail or there was not.
But Poor Richard tells us that if the nail hadn’t been lost, then the
kingdom wouldn’t have been lost either. We will often explore the
properties of chaotic systems by considering the impact of slightly
different situations.
2

The study of chaos is common in applied sciences like astronomy,
meteorology, population biology, and economics. Sciences making
accurate observations of the world along with quantitative
predictions have provided the main players in the development of
chaos since the time of Isaac Newton. According to Newton’s Laws,
the future of the solar system is completely determined by its
current state. The 19th-century scientist Pierre Laplace elevated
this determinism to a key place in science. A world is deterministic
if its current state completely deﬁnes its future. In 1820, Laplace
conjured up an entity now known as ‘Laplace’s demon’; in doing so,
he linked determinism and the ability to predict in principle to the
very notion of success in science.
We may regard the present state of the universe as the effect of its
past and the cause of its future. An intellect which at a certain
positions of all items of which nature is composed, if this intellect
were also vast enough to submit these data to analysis, it would
embrace in a single formula the movements of the greatest bodies of
the universe and those of the tiniest atom; for such an intellect
nothing would be uncertain and the future just like the past would
be present before its eyes.

Note that Laplace had the foresight to give his demon three
properties: exact knowledge of the Laws of Nature (‘all the forces’),
the ability to take a snapshot of the exact state of the universe (‘all
the positions’), and inﬁnite computational resources (‘an intellect
vast enough to submit these data to analysis’). For Laplace’s
demon, chaos poses no barrier to prediction. Throughout this
Introduction, we will consider the impact of removing one or more
of these gifts.
From the time of Newton until the close of the 19th century, most
scientists were also meteorologists. Chaos and meteorology are
closely linked by the meteorologists’ interest in the role uncertainty
plays in weather forecasts. Benjamin Franklin’s interest in
3
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moment would know all forces that set nature in motion, and all

Chaos

meteorology extended far beyond his famous experiment of ﬂying
a kite in a thunderstorm. He is credited with noting the general
movement of the weather from west towards the east and testing
this theory by writing letters from Philadelphia to cities further
east. Although the letters took longer to arrive than the weather,
these are arguably early weather forecasts. Laplace himself
discovered the law describing the decrease of atmospheric pressure
with height. He also made fundamental contributions to the theory
of errors: when we make an observation, the measurement is never
exact in a mathematical sense, so there is always some uncertainty
as to the ‘True’ value. Scientists often say that any uncertainty in an
observation is due to noise, without really deﬁning exactly
what the noise is, other than that which obscures our vision of
whatever we are trying to measure, be it the length of a table, the
number of rabbits in a garden, or the midday temperature.
Noise gives rise to observational uncertainty, chaos helps us to
understand how small uncertainties can become large
uncertainties, once we have a model for the noise. Some of the
insights gleaned from chaos lie in clarifying the role(s) noise
plays in the dynamics of uncertainty in the quantitative
sciences. Noise has become much more interesting, as the study
of chaos forces us to look again at what we might mean by the
concept of a ‘True’ value.
Twenty years after Laplace’s book on probability theory appeared,
Edgar Allan Poe provided an early reference to what we would now
call chaos in the atmosphere. He noted that merely moving our
hands would affect the atmosphere all the way around the planet.
Poe then went on to echo Laplace, stating that the mathematicians
of the Earth could compute the progress of this hand-waving
‘impulse’, as it spread out and forever altered the state of the
atmosphere. Of course, it is up to us whether or not we choose to
wave our hands: free will offers another source of seeds that chaos
might nurture.
In 1831, between the publication of Laplace’s science and Poe’s
4

all manner of insects, vultures, inﬁnite billions of life forms are
thrown into chaos and destruction . . . Step on a mouse and you
leave your print, like a Grand Canyon, across Eternity. Queen
Elizabeth might never be born, Washington might not cross the
Delaware, there might never be a United States at all. So be careful.
Stay on the Path. Never step off!

Needless to say, someone does step off the Path, crushing to
death a beautiful little green and black butterﬂy. We can only
consider these ‘what if’ experiments within the ﬁctions of
mathematics or literature, since we have access to only one
realization of reality.
The origins of the term ‘butterﬂy effect’ are appropriately shrouded
5
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ﬁction, Captain Robert Fitzroy took the young Charles Darwin on
his voyage of discovery. The observations made on this voyage led
Darwin to his theory of natural selection. Evolution and chaos have
more in common than one might think. First, when it comes to
language, both ‘evolution’ and ‘chaos’ are used simultaneously to
refer both to phenomena to be explained and to the theories that are
supposed to do the explaining. This often leads to confusion
between the description and the object described (as in ‘confusing
the map with the territory’). Throughout this Introduction we will
see that confusing our mathematical models with the reality they
aim to describe muddles the discussion of both. Second, looking
more deeply, it may be that some ecosystems evolve as if they were
chaotic systems, as it may well be the case that small differences in
the environment have immense impacts. And evolution has
contributed to the discussion of chaos as well. This chapter’s
opening quote comes from Ray Bradbury’s ‘A Sound Like Thunder’,
in which time-travelling big game hunters accidentally kill a
butterﬂy, and ﬁnd the future a different place when they return to it.
The characters in the story imagine the impact of killing a mouse,
its death cascading through generations of lost mice, foxes, and
lions, and:
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